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Pesticide registration approaches and technological advantages in the agricultural 

sector: Can legacy pesticides be reconsidered in agricultural production?

New scenarious including novel technologies

Stacked multiple-pesticide-resistant crops will expand the

use of currently available and maybe few legacy pesticides.

Now it is more important than ever to find ways to utilize

currently and maybe legacy available pesticides.

Despite the high cost to discover, develop, register and

commercialize a new pesticide the industry has increased

its efforts to find new pesticides with novel mode of

action incorporating new technologies during various stage

of the development.

The results of these efforts are expected in near future, in

the meantime, reconsideration of the existing pesticides or

re-registration of legacy herbicides for mixture application

could be a good resistance management practice. There are

various registered or banned (legacy) pesticides that can be

consider for pest control under strict conditions.

Various scenarios including new technologies can be applied in

large-scale monoculture cultivated in Latin American

countries. Pesticide registration process should include such

scenarios

Pesticide risk assessment in Latin American countries (LAs)

Environmental risk assessment of pesticides is usually

conducted by applying pre-registration (toxicity tests and

fate assessment using predictive models) and post-

registration methodologies (toxicity tests and measured

concentrations from monitoring studies). Various pesticide

registration approaches have been adopted by the different

countries with the European and USA’s ones being the most

popular. The pesticide registration process involves a

scientifically-based evaluation of the data provided by the

pesticide company, legal requirements, administrative

procedures and finally a policy decision based on prevailing

safety standards. Latin American countries are currently

developing or have been developed complicated pesticide

registration and risk assessment process similar or based on

European or USAs ones.

Technological advances in:

precision agriculture,

novel pesticide application technologies, nanopesticides,

RNAi based pesticides, genetically modified, genome editing, gene drives

and herbicide-tolerant crops

plant phenotyping

pesticide risk mitigation practices

could help in the reduction of the risk of unauthorized or other legacy

pesticides.

“Can legacy pesticides be reconsidered in agricultural production through the prism of technological advances?”

Exceptional environmental and pesticide use conditions in LAs

Soyisation

Contrasting climate and agricultural zones

Exceptional ecological (biotic and abiotic) conditions

Pesticide resistance 


